REMINDER
Reverse Transfer Webinar
Hawaii's Experience

Thursday, November 19, 2015, 3:00 - 4:00 PM EST

CLICK HERE TO REGISTER
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5813090858557594370

Join us for the second webinar in a series of webinars that profile CWID state experiences with reverse transfer. This webinar will feature Hawaii’s reverse transfer program. The University of Hawaii system developed its own cloud-based, integrated, online advising and degree attainment support system called STAR Academic Pathway, which has been enhanced to accommodate reverse transfer. Join the webinar to learn about the STAR system and how it facilitates Hawaii’s reverse transfer program.

Presenters

• Gary Rodwell, Office of Undergraduate Education, University of Hawaii at Manoa
• Debra Bragg, Gutgsell Endowed Professor, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
• Jason Taylor, Assistant Professor, University of Utah

CWID Fact Sheet

Need help explaining CWID? Still learning about CWID’s purpose and goals?

View the CWID Fact Sheet.
Reminder: Register for Reverse Transfer Webinar--November 19, 2015, 3:00-4:00 PM EST

receive the latest updates on Credit When It's Due.